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The Shaping of Me: Nature versus Nurture 

I consider myself an intelligent person with critical thinking skills and a decent amount of 

common sense. But what created these traits and why were they working against me now, as I 

tried to answer the assigned question, “How have my biology and environment shaped me?” My 

initial answer was that my environment played a much more significant role than my biology. Of 

course, I did not stop at that answer and, upon further reflection, concluded that regardless of the 

environment, there had to be something to affect, which is everything biological in me. This line 

of reasoning led me to the answer. Just as a potter shapes the clay with both hands, I am shaped 

by both biology and environment. 

The Beginning 

My biology determined the color of my skin, eyes, and hair; it also provided the blueprint 

for my physical, mental, and emotional structure, in the form of DNA. My environment, 

however, provided the materials to form that structure. Nutrition, parental interactions, and 

personal interactions with my surroundings fueled my growth. During my first few years, my 

brain developed according to the blueprint, but as anyone who has ever built anything complex 

can attest, things rarely, if ever, go as planned. 

At the age of ten, my father walked out, and I suddenly went from a boy who loved, 

hated, resented, and needed his father to filling his role. That drastic change in environment 

required a completely different way of thinking, feeling, and behaving. I took on the part of a 

grown-up and with time, my biology adjusted my thinking and behavior accordingly due to an 

ingrained sense of duty. If I could help make a situation better, I had to try. Mostly, I played the 

role until I became it; however, my emotions were another matter entirely. My feelings would 

burst out at the most inopportune times and lead me into some horrific environments. My 
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thoughts would berate and belittle me for being so weak, a result of an overly critical and abusive 

father who unsuccessfully tried to instill “men did not show emotion,” and my instinctual 

rebellion towards others trying to shape me into something I wasn’t. 

Emancipation 

After a few years in my role as a grown-up, another man came into my life, and I was 

suddenly expected to be a child again. My emotions got the best of me and pushed me to leave. 

In the following year, my environment became so twisted and torn apart that my only hope of 

survival was to isolate myself from all human beings. In the winter of my 14th year, I found 

myself alone in the forest with no idea how to survive.  Once again, my biology had to adapt. 

Not only to the trauma of the past year’s events, but also the isolation and survival that would 

result in my death if not done correctly. I survived my time in the forest, but just barely. I 

wrestled with the idea of giving up, but my biological urge to survive wouldn’t allow it. My 

brain continued to grapple with the need to stop the pain and the need to survive, until October 

20, 1988, when the former finally won out, and I died. Had it not been for the people in my 

environment, who revived me and stitched me back together, I wouldn’t be here today.  

As a result, one might be able to see why I would think my environment played a more 

significant role in shaping me, because, from my perspective, my biology(the warring thoughts)  

killed me. However, they also set me on the path I am on today. Life is never black and white, 

and as I look back on the various crossroads in my life, I find that my biology played a much 

more significant role than I gave it credit. While an event or person precipitated every critical 

turning point in my life, the resulting choices I made were a product of my thought patterns and 

emotional state, which has been and continues to be shaped by both biology and environment.  
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My experiences and reactions to said experiences fostered empathy, kindness, 

compassion, and a strong desire to help others, and compelled me to overcome rage, despair, 

loneliness, horror, and pain. To me, this demonstrates how inexorably intertwined biology and 

environment are. My biology creates my thoughts, emotions, perspectives, and actions, in turn, 

affecting my environment, which is reacted to and viewed through my biological filters. It’s an 

infinite loop, so how have nature and nurture shaped me? Chaotically, steadily, and until about 

two decades ago, completely. But I have learned that while a lot of my biology and some of my 

environment are beyond my control, I do have some say in the shaping of me.  

 


